The ultimate all-weather wheel loaders

FIT FOR ANY JOB ANY SEASON

Let it Snow!
Snow removal made easy
The ultimate snow removal machine
Throw it • Push it • Sweep it

Wacker Neuson’s WL 30 wheel loader is narrow enough to fit on sidewalks and when you add one of the many easy to install attachments, snow removal is fast, easy and comfortable.

Excellent performance
- 4 ft. wide - fits on sidewalk (44” narrow wheel kit)
- Powerful 48-hp, 4-cycle diesel engine
- Four wheel drive with articulated steering for excellent maneuverability in tight spots
- On-demand differential lock for extra traction
- 17-gal/min. auxiliary flow for brooms and blowers
- Move pallets (3583 lbs. straight tipping load)

Comfortable to operate
- 6-working lights and rotating beacon improve visibility especially in low light
- Spacious, heated cab
- Safe and easy to enter and exit
- Excellent 360° visibility especially in confined areas

Applications
- Sidewalks
- Shopping centers/malls
- Walkways/trails
- Commercial parking lots
- Apartment complexes
- University campuses, hospitals
- Parks and cemeteries
- Municipalities

See us on www.youtube.com/wackerneusoncorp
Performance and comfort
Everything you need

Wacker Neuson wheel loader is the right choice for snow removal

- Narrow design for sidewalks = added versatility for a variety of applications
- Operator comfort = heated cab, adjustable seat and ergonomic controls allows for longer, productive operation
- Excellent 360° visibility = especially important when removing snow in populated areas and parking lots
- Side door for safe and easy entering and exiting of unit = offers additional comfort and safety to the operator
- Low cost of operation = fuel economy - 30% better than skid steers and less tire wear
- Excellent traction = on-demand differential lock
- Outstanding maneuverability = articulated steering is perfect for confined areas
- Low height = fits under sidewalk canopies
- Powerful driving and working lights = provides safer nighttime and low light applications
- Designed for extreme conditions = heavy duty, durable components provide years of reliable use
The ultimate machines for all seasons
Versatile machines in any weather

Wheel Loaders
Compact wheel loaders are quickly becoming the perfect alternative to skid loaders by performing the same tasks, faster and more smoothly. Wheel loaders are more economical to operate offering up to 30% fuel savings and up to 75% tire savings. The Wacker Neuson line features articulated machines that offer excellent maneuverability and a wide choice of power and performance ratings. The all-wheel steer models are comfortable to operate and provide excellent stability on jobsites with steep grades and rough terrain. The full line of attachments provides additional versatility on the job.

Standard skid steer loader mounting plate makes this machine an ideal tool carrier for all jobs.
- Construction
- Landscape
- Agriculture
- Utility
- Municipal
Outfit the WL 30 for the winter season
Special options for the best performance

Slow Speed Control
With a simple hand lever the operator can easily and precisely control the travel speed from a complete stop to full machine speed.

Throttle Control
A special throttle control allows the operator to control the engine RPM separate from the drive speed.
With the combination of the slow speed control and throttle control, attachments that require full RPM but slow travel speed can be maximized, allowing the ultimate performance for attachments such as snow blowers, brooms and other attachments.

Other dealer installed options:
- Salt spreader mounting kit and salt spreader
- WL 30 44-inch wide kit and narrow tires (54” with standard tires) reduces overall width of machine - great for sidewalk applications
- Studded tires
- Chains for traction

Select a variety of attachments for all your snow removal needs
Year-round added value
Warranty • Finance • Parts availability

Wacker Neuson’s line of compact equipment features a factory standard 24-month/2000 hour machine warranty. Ask your dealer about an extended service protection plan. Valid in USA and Canada.

Flexible finance options:
- Low down payments
- Zero percent
- Cash back options
- Seasonal payment options

We understand it is important to have the parts you need when you need them. When it snows, you need to be ready. That’s why all parts are available through Wacker Neuson’s USA distribution center and are typically shipped within 24 hours of ordering.

Wacker Neuson is a global manufacturer of light and compact equipment with a comprehensive portfolio. Wacker Neuson’s emphasis stands firmly on outstanding quality, innovative technology, personalized service and close customer contact. In the United States and Canada, Wacker Neuson’s full line of products are sold and rented by a network of over 4000 dealers and supported by an industry leading team of factory trained sales, application and service personnel.